
A selection of our clients

4 Institutional clients

4 Spanish Institute of Public Administration
4 Malaysian Ministry of Education
4 Catalan Ministry of Education
4 Virtual University of Syria
4 Fundación Universitaria San Pablo CEU
4 Hong Kong Polytechnic University
4 University of Lisbon Faculty of Science
4 French Chambers of Commerce and Industry

4 Publishers 

4 Oxford University Press
4 Cambridge University Press
4 McGraw Hill
4 Santillana

4 Corporate clients

4 Novartis
4 Credit Suisse
4 Grupo Prisa
4 Nortel
4 Barclays
4 Banco Sabadell
4 CEPSA
4 Siemens

For further details, please see our Web site www.netlanguages.com or contact us via email at
study@netlanguages.com.

THE WEB’S MOST EFFECTIVE LANGUAGE SCHOOL

Our clients say:

"Having worked with Net Languages courses
both in our own training centres and with
numerous corporate clients, I can honestly say
that they are the most efficient, adaptable and
enjoyable Net-based language courses on offer
at the moment. "

Pascal Gosteau
CCI Valencienne

"I would strongly recommend this course to any
person or company seeking an Internet English
training solution. I have seen several courses,
but nothing rivals this in terms of contents and
structure. I was very impressed."

Michael Taylor Stanley
Language Training Manager, Spain
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Course formats

We offer all our courses in a range of formats, designed
for different market segments

1. Courses for individual students

Our standard course format, designed for individual
students, consists of three basic components: 

a. The course materials

These have been designed and developed by our own
team of language teaching experts and technical
specialists. Each interactive activity is designed to be of
real pedagogical value and to be user-friendly, fun and
motivating. The materials cover all aspects of the
language - grammar, vocabulary, speaking, listening,
reading, writing, pronunciation - and they take advantage
of the vast learning potential offered by the World Wide
Web. We also include progress tests and end-of-course
exams where appropriate. 

b. Tutor support

Most of our courses also include personalised tutor
support with a professional language teacher. At the
beginning of the course, each student is assigned their
own individual tutor whose role is to help the student
develop his or her speaking and writing skills, give reliable
and continuous assessment on their students' progress
as well as provide more general motivation and support.

c. The virtual language school  

In addition to the course materials themselves, students
also have access to the supplementary study resources
of our Web-based language school. These resources
include a Study Room, where students can interact with
each other via the Noticeboard and Chat Room; a virtual
library consisting of links to other useful sites; and a cyber
café, where students will find games, magazines and
other recreational materials - all designed to help improve
their level of competence.  

2. Courses for companies and institutions

For corporate or institutional clients we offer a range of
additional services such as our onsite installation
service, which involves installing our courses onto the
client's server, thereby allowing anyone who has access
to the client's private network to access the courses
without having to go online.

We can also provide our own administration software
which allows the client to determine who can access
which courses and when. This software also includes a
student tracking and report service.  

About us

Net Languages was established in 1998 by a team of
teachers from International House and benefits from that
organisation's 50 years of experience in language
teaching and language teacher training.

A good indication of the quality of our courses is the fact
that our English language courses have been recognised
as efficient by the Language Studies Unit of the University
of Aston (U.K.).

Our courses

We offer an increasingly wide range of language courses,
including:

Our General English course series, which covers all
levels from beginners to advanced. Each of the seven
levels contains materials for around 120 to 150 hours of
study.

A series of English for Work courses, designed for
people who need to use English in their workplace.
Available at two levels, lower- and upper-intermediate,
each English for Work module contains materials for
around 20 to 25 hours of study. Topics covered include:

4 Telephoning
4 Selling & Negotiating
4 Making Presentations
4 Meetings
4 Travelling
4 Banking & Finance
4 Staffing & Training
4 Writing

Net Languages is a Web-based language school whose aim is to exploit the enormous potential

created by the combination of computers, communications technologies and professional language

tutors in order to provide an innovative, efficient and engaging way of training people to

communicate effectively in a foreign language.

An IELTS preparation course, which includes an end-of-
course exam simulation. We also offer an additional
separate practice test for extra exam practice, or to allow
students to gauge their IELTS band score before and
after the preparation course.

A series of practice tests for First Certificate of
English.

Methodology for Teachers courses for primary and
secondary level teachers.

English for Kids, a series designed for children aged 8
to 11 that can be used to supplement school work.

English for Teens, a series designed for 11 to 14 year-
olds.

Speech Work, our innovative English pronunciation
practice tool. 

A series of Webquests for students of English or French.

Our General Spanish course series, which also caters
for students at all levels. Our General Spanish course
series is structured in the same way as our General
English courses, so each level contains materials for 120
to 150 hours of study.

Alternatively, as our courses are compatible with most
internationally recognised e-learning standards, if the
company already has its own e-learning management
system, we can import our courses into that system. 

Tutorials can also be organised for corporate and
institutional clients on request and in accordance with the
client's needs. 

3. Courses for language teaching organisations

Schools and colleges that have language teaching
departments can also benefit from the many advantages
that Net Languages can offer. Our courses can, for
example, form part of a blended learning package which
combines face-to-face classroom teaching with
computer-based learning, either using the school's
multimedia centre or with students studying at home.

Our courses can also form the basis of a high-tech
course program using interactive whiteboards in the
classroom.

Finally, educational institutions can also use Net
Languages courses to offer a comprehensive distance
learning service to students who cannot attend classes in
their teaching centre. 
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